
Comparing Charlotte Mason curricula

Mater Amabilis CMEC
(https://www.thecmec.org/ )

What is it? Free, online, Catholic, K-8 A newer curriculum (c 
2015) from some names 
who have been in the 
business a while; gr 1-12

Philosophy/What
they say about 
themselves

“A Charlotte Mason style 
curriculum for Catholics”;
“A Charlotte Mason 
structured education 
[which] attempts to follow
the methodology set out in
CM’s own writings as 
closely as possible. 
Children follow a set, 
formal course of study, 
using a highly efficient 
method which allows 
children to cover a broad 
range of subjects in the 
course of a short school 
day.”

Very focused on being true 
to CM's schedules and 
philosophy; “based on years 
of research into Mason's 
philosophy as well as the 
working out of that 
philosophy with a diverse 
group of families, both in 
the classroom and in 
homeschools across the 
country”

Cost? (ie do they 
charge you 
anything; all 
require obtaining
books)

None $300 subscription per yer 
per family

How much work 
is done for you 
(the parent)?

Provides “books/materials 
suggestions for each 
subject listed” for each 
level. “Some books and 
subjects also have lesson 
plans, but some do not. As
the program is further 
developed and improved, 
more plans will be added.”

They provide a form guide 
and sample timetables and 
shopping lists for the books 
you will need; parent 
support is provided as well

Is it flexible? It says it can be used as 
“CM influenced” rather 
than “CM structured”

It is hard to tell. It seems 
like it would be flexible 
within a given subject. 

Is it inherently 
Christian?

Yes. Inherently Roman 
Catholic and has a large 
religion section in the 
curriculum though this 

Not that I can tell.

https://www.thecmec.org/


could be ignored

What subjects 
are done together
as a family?

It seems to present each 
level's work separately 
and to discourage reading 
aloud after the child can 
read for himself.

I can't tell

History Begins with American 
history (but incl 
alternatives for UK 
families); then seems to 
have at least 2 history 
strands going at once-- 
national and ancient 
through form 2 and then 
national and world

A four year history cycle. 
Everyone in the family (and 
everyone in the program that
year) does the same cycle.

When do we 
begin 
Shakespeare and 
Plutarch?

Shakespeare – form 2=4th 
grade (?); I didn't see 
Plutarch mentioned 
anywhere

Not sure. They are defintiely
part of high school. 

Math Does not include math Not sure if it is included

Early education, 
or when to begin

Includes prep level for 4-
6year olds

Begins with grade 1 but 
there is a kindergarten guide

 Exams/testing I didn't see anything on 
exams

Includes exams based on 
CM's exams

Language Arts Uses narration, recitation, 
copywork and dictation; 
reading is taught using 
phonics through nursery 
rhymes rather than 
readers; punctuation and 
the like taught through 
narration and reading; 
simple grammar lessons 
only

No specifics are given but it 
sounds like overall they 
adhere to CM's principles 
very closely so I wouldn't 
expect unnecessary extras 
here

High school 
science

Does not include a high 
school curriculum though 
there is a high school 
forum and a link to a site 
that provides a living book
based high school science 
curriculum

I can't tell what is used but 
would assume living books

Geography Uses hands-on activities 
and some living books, 
esp Holling's books 
(alternatives given for UK 

unknown



families), though it says 
books on geography from 
CM's time would be 
outdated now; map work

Art and Music Picture study takes 20-30 
minutes and includes 
looking at a picture and 
describing it; seems to use
classic pictures and music 
and not much modern; 
classical music 
appreciation; optional 
singing; art instruction

included

Foreign 
Language

Begins with spanish 
(french alternative for UK 
families); adds Latin in 
form 2, year 2=5th grade 

unknown

Books: old or 
new?   
Availability?

Seems to use mostly older 
books, classics, easy to 
obtain books

unknown

Support 
provided?

Facebook forum Yes. Parent support 
meetings. 

School 
year/terms

36 week year with three 
blocks of 12 weeks

unknown
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